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1.  Introduction 
This report provides an economic profile of the 13 
Colorado counties, located in the southeast and south-
central region of the state, that comprise the Agricul-
tural Coalition for Tomorrow (ACT). The objective of 
the report is to increase understanding of the contribu-
tors to ACT counties’ economies in order to facilitate 
collaboration in strategic planning for future economic 
development in the region. In view of the likely uses of 
this information, the overall report has been released as 
13 stand alone county reports. Each county report con-
tains all state and regional information, in order to 
provide context for comparison, and the information 
specifically pertaining to one county. 
 
The report illustrates potential areas of common inter-
est or concern within ACT counties as well as pointing 
to unique features of counties that are less likely to be 
advanced through collaboration. This information pro-
vides an essential starting point in the search for      
regional and subregional economic development strate-
gies, but can only fulfill this role if the information is 
actively used, updated and matched with complemen-
tary sources of local information to reflect changes in 
the regional economy over time. 
Study region: The focal 13 Colorado counties for this 
report are: Alamosa, Baca, Bent, Conejos, Costilla, 
Crowley, Custer, Huerfano, Kiowa, Las Animas, 
Otero, Prowers, and Pueblo counties. These counties 
comprise the Agricultural Coalition for Tomorrow 
(ACT) Region. Throughout the report Colorado state 
information is compared to regional and county data. 
 
Focal areas of research: 
Available county-level secondary information has been 
compiled to illustrate the essential features of the Colo-
rado economy. A ten-year time series of information 
was used as available.   
The data used include: 
• General demographic information including popu-
lation by age and race. 
• General economic information including labor, 
employment, jobs-by-sector, housing, taxes, build-
ing permits, agricultural and land use information. 
• Agricultural information including crop acreage, 
livestock production, agricultural income and   
expenditures, number of farms, value of farmland 
and buildings, Conservation Reserve Program 
(CRP) acres, and federal subsidies received. 
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1.1  Demographics 
The demographic information provided by this report 
is population by age and by race. The Demography 
Section of the Colorado Division of Local Government 
prepares annual population by age estimates. Popula-
tion by age 3 is broken down into five age categories; 
14 and under, 15-24, 25-44, 45-64, and over 65 years 
of age. Population by race 4 data were obtained from 
the 1990 and 2000 United States censuses. 
 
1.2  Housing 5 
The housing market data provided by this report      
include: population, household population, group quar-
ters population, total housing units, total households 
occupied, vacant housing units, average household 
size, housing vacancy rate, and net building permits. 
For the regional and state assessment of housing data, 
the totals for each county were summed and deter-
mined using the same methodology employed by the 
State Demographer’s Office. 
 
The U.S. Census Bureau provides population esti-
mates. Household population is the number of people 
living in households on July 1 for each year and is 
computed by subtracting the group quarters population 
from the total population.  
 
Group quarters population includes inmates of institu-
tions such as; prisons, nursing homes, handicapped 
living institutions, military barracks, dormitories, and 
shelters. It is  estimated from decennial census group 
quarters counts and also by annual data from institu-
tions and colleges. 
 
Total housing units are estimated by adding net build-
ing permits to decennial census count of housing units. 
The estimate includes both seasonal and vacant units. 
Total households occupied are estimated from total 
housing units, household population, and people per 
household. Vacant housing units are computed by 
subtracting total households from total housing units 
and are prepared by the Office of the Colorado State 
 
Demographer. The average household size is com-
puted by dividing the household population by the 
number of households. This is the average number of 
people residing in each household. 
 
The housing vacancy rate 6 is prepared by the State 
Demographer’s Office and is computed by dividing the 
number of vacant housing units by total housing units. 
The number of seasonal homes in each county has 
been subtracted from the total reported number of   
vacant homes in order to obtain a better view of the 
actual home vacancy rate. 
 
The Housing Division of the U.S. Census Bureau    
obtains residential building permits from annual sur-
vey reports. The permits include both private and pub-
lic new housing units, and in most cases does not cover 
mobile homes or trailers. Prior to 1995, the data      
reflected the subtraction of demolitions, therefore only 
1995-1999 data is assessed in this report. 
 
1.3  Labor and Jobs by Sector 
All labor market information and jobs-by-sector 7    
information is provided to the public through the Colo-
rado State Demographer’s Office. Labor market infor-
mation includes estimated total jobs, labor force,    
employed people, wage & salary jobs, estimated pro-
prietors, and unemployed people. 8 The primary state 
agency in charge of collection of employment data is 
the Labor Market Information section (LMI) of the 
Colorado Department of Labor and Employment.   
Employment data from the Census of Population and 
Economic Censuses are excluded from the data       
reported here because they are not available on an   
annual basis. Rather, a combination of estimation tech-
niques is used to produce this series. 
 
The two key sources of data for these estimates are the 
Current Population Survey (CPS) and establishment 
records. The CPS is administered by the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics (BLS), which samples 600 house-
holds in Colorado. 
 
3 Colorado Population Projection System. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Feb 2002 http://www.dola.colorado.gov/demog/
Population/widepro1.cfm 
4 1990-2000 Demographic Comparisons. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Feb 2002 http://www.dola.state.co.us/demog/CensusData/
Compare.html 
5 Colorado County Profile System. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Feb 2002 http://www.dola.state.co.us/demog/mule.cfm  
6 1990-2000 Demographic Trend Report. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Aug 2002. http://www.dlg.oem2.state.co.us/demog/
Census/SummaryFile1/DemographicTrend.htm 
7 Colorado Employment by Sector. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Feb. 2002 http://www.dlg.oem2.state.co.us/demog/empgcod1.cfm 
8 Colorado Employment, Labor Force, and Jobs. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Feb. 2002 http://www.dlg.oem2.state.co.us/demog/
employ1.cfm 
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Establishment records provide an estimate of the num-
ber of employees at work in an industrial establish-
ment. Employment Security Program information (ES 
202) is a major component of the establishment       
records. Under this program each firm with one or 
more employees is required to report the number of 
employees working for that company to the state on a 
quarterly basis. This employment data is considered of 
the highest available quality since it comes from em-
ployee payroll records. The U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) uses this information to estimate the 
number of farm wage and salary jobs using estimates 
provided by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA). 
 
In order to estimate the total number of jobs, the num-
ber of proprietors in each county must be compiled. In 
non-metropolitan areas, the BEA uses Schedule C of 
the income tax return form to derive this number. This 
overestimates the number of proprietors in each 
county, since most perform proprietary functions on a 
limited basis. The Colorado Demography Section has 
elected to use an alternative means to arrive at the 
number of proprietors at the county level. In the non-
metropolitan areas of the state, dividing BEA’s esti-
mate of proprietor’s income by the average earnings of 
wage and salary employees provides an estimate of the 
number of proprietors. Conversely, the number of pro-
prietors in metropolitan areas is derived by the use of 
national ratios. Regional jobs-bisector estimates were 
found by the sum of the 13 individual county sectoral 
employment estimates. 
 
1.4  Local Taxes 9 
Tax information is divided into four major categories 
at the county level for evaluation purposes; retail sales, 
sales tax paid, total taxable assessed value, and mill 
levy. 
 
Total retail sales and sales tax paid are both reported 
in thousands of dollars on an annual basis by the Colo-
rado Department of Revenue. Total taxable property 
includes all land, improvements and personal property, 
whether assessed by the county assessors or by the 
state. The data is obtained from the Colorado Division 
of Property Taxation and is reported in thousands of 
dollars. The mill levy is the number of dollars of  prop- 
 
erty tax levied on each thousand dollars of assessed        
value for the support of a particular local government. 
In this assessment the base county mill levy, average 
school levy, and total average mill levy is provided. 
 
State and regional sales tax information is determined 
by the sum of all counties’ sales tax paid and retail 
sales. State and regional mill levy information is com-
puted as a weighted average of the county mill levies 
based upon the county total assessed value and total 
property taxes paid. Care must be exercised in the 
evaluation of this data since the difference from 
county-to-county can be drastic in some instances. 
 
1.5 Education 
Education information is provided in two principal 
categories: school enrollment10 and total revenues and 
expenditures per school district.11 School enrollment 
for grades 1 to 8 is obtained from the Colorado Depart-
ment of Education and the Dioceses of Colorado. Non- 
Catholic private school pupils are not included in the 
data. The October Average Daily Attendance Entitle-
ment (ADEA) for each school year is reported. Total 
Revenue and Expenditures for school districts is     
reported by the Colorado Department of Education and 
is the source for this data. 
 
1.6 Agriculture 
The agriculture sector is of traditional economic and 
cultural importance throughout the ACT region of 
Colorado. It remains a principal land use and steward 
of the natural resource base in the region. As a result, 
the economic features of the agriculture sector were 
afforded greater focus than other active economic sec-
tors in the region. Data are provided on the number of 
farms, acres of land in farms, value of farmland and 
buildings, farm income and expenses, CRP acres,12 
crop production, and livestock production.  
 
Number of farms, acres of land in farms, and value of 
farmland and buildings13 are determined using Census 
of Agriculture information for 1987, 1992, and 1997. 
Farm income and expenses14 are estimated by the 
Economic Research Service (ERS) with the coopera-
tion of National Agriculture Statistic (NASS) of the 
USDA. The USDA estimate of net income of all 
farms is calculated as the estimates of gross output less 
the estimates of production expenses. 
 9  Annual Report to the Governor and the Legislature. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Sept. 2002. 
10 Colorado County Profile System. Colorado Department of Local Affairs. Feb 2002..http://www.dola.state.co.us/demog/mule.cfm   
11 School District Revenues and Expenditures. Colorado Department of Education. Feb. 2002 http://www.cde.state.co.us/cdefinance/RevExp.htm  
12 Monthly Active CRP Contract Reports. Farm Service Agency. Feb 2002 http://www.fsa.usda.gov/dafp/cepd/crp_reports.htm   
13 Census of Agriculture: 1987, 1992, 1997. Oregon State University. Feb. 2002 http://govinfo.kerr.orst.edu/ag-stateis.html  
14 Regional Accounts Data. Bureau of Economic Analysis. Feb. 2002 http://www.bea.doc.gov/bea/regional/reis/ 
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United States Dept. of Agriculture (USDA) cash     
receipts estimates are based on data for the quantities 
of the agricultural products sold and their prices at the 
state and county levels. Gross output is calculated as 
the sum of cash receipts from the sale of agricultural 
products, cash receipts from other farm activities, gov-
ernment payments, the gross rental value of farm hous-
ing, the imputed value of home consumption for farm 
products, and the value of the change in farm invento-
ries.  
 
The estimates of production expenses include the pur-
chases of feed, livestock and poultry, seed, fertilizer, 
agricultural chemicals and lime, and petroleum prod-
ucts, labor expenses, machinery rental and custom 
work, and animal health. 
 
Colorado Agriculture Statistics Service (CASS) pub-
lishes annual crop production15 information for major 
crops grown in the state. These crops include; winter 
and spring wheat, corn for grain and silage, barley, 
oats, sorghum, sunflowers, dry beans, alfalfa hay and 
all hay. Acres planted/harvested, and production data 
are provided. Livestock production is composed of 
livestock sold in thousands of dollars and the number 
of livestock producers. Livestock species include cat-
tle, hogs, and sheep and the source of information is 
Census of Agriculture for 1987, 1992, and 1997. 
 
 
2.  Population by Age 
The number of people in different age categories over 
time provides an initial indication of the demographic 
profile and trends within the region. These categories 
are 14 years of age and under, 15-24, 25-44, 45-64, 
and over 65. The age of the population gives an indica-
tion of the sort of current and future employment    
opportunities required and the type and amount of ser-
vices demanded. Aggregated age characteristics of a 
county’s or region’s population can provide early indi-
cations of service needs, such as schools and hospitals, 
markets for local products, and features of the current 
and future labor force. 
 
2.1 Overview and Summary 
Colorado’s population increased from 3.3 million in 
1990 to 4.3 million in 2000, a rate of 31% for the dec-
ade. Colorado was one of only eight states to grow by 
more than 1 million people over the period and the 
third fastest growing state in the country behind      
Nevada and Arizona. Throughout the decade the great-
est proportion of the population fell in the prime work-
force productivity years between 25 and 44 years of 
age, 38% of the total in 2000. Paralleling national   
aging trends, the 45-64 age category experienced the 
greatest rate of increase over the decade (64%), fol-
lowed by the 15-24 age category (32%) and the greater 
than 65 year old category (27%). The lowest rate of 
growth was in the most populous category, ages 25-44 
years, which increased by 19% over the decade. 
15 Colorado. Colorado Department of Agriculture. Colorado Agriculture Statistics 1991-2001. Colorado Agriculture Statistics Service, 
Feb. 2002 
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The ACT Region’s population increased from 217,509 
in 1990 to 248,807 in 2000, a rate of 14% for the dec-
ade. The population of the ACT Region was 7% of 
state population in 1990 and 6% in 2000. Like the state 
of Colorado, the greatest proportion of the people in 
the ACT Region were between the ages of 25-44. 
However, that age category comprised only 27% of the 
total population in 2000 in the region compared to 38% 
in the state as a whole. Following state and national 
trends, the 45-64 year old age category was the fastest 
growing age group (35%) in the region over the period, 
followed by people between the ages of 15 and 24 
(21%). Two of the age categories representing current 
and future entrants to the labor force (25 to 44 years of 
age and under 14 yrs) increased at the relatively low 
rate of 6% over the period. 
 
Pueblo County had the greatest population in the     
region and the greatest population in each age cate-
gory. Otero County had the second highest population 
in each age group, except for the 15-24 year old cate-
gory (Alamosa County was second). Las Animas 
County had the third highest number people 45 and 
older. Alamosa County had the third highest number of 
people between the ages of 25 and 44 years of age. 
Otero County had the third greatest population        
between the ages of 15 and 24 years and Prowers 
County had the third highest number of people less 
than 14 years of age. 
 
 
Kiowa County had the least population in the region 
and the lowest population in each age category. Custer 
County was ranked twelfth in the number of people 
greater than 65 yrs and in all categories of people less 
than 44 years of age. Costilla County had the twelfth 
ranking in the population between 45 and 64 years of 
age. Costilla County had the eleventh ranking popula-
tion in all categories of people less than 44 years of 
age, while Baca and Crowley Counties were ranked 
eleventh in the number of people from 45 to 65 and 
greater than 65 years of age, respectively. 
 
2.2  County trends in Population by Age 
In 2000, the population in Conejos County totaled 
8,435 people, which contributed 3% to the regional 
total. During the decade, the county population       
increased in every age category. Three age categories 
increased by over 20%. The number of people between 
the ages of 45 and 64 increased by 28%, 15 to 24    
increased by 25%, and the population 65 and above 
increased by 22%. The youngest age group increased 
at the slowest rate in Conejos County (2%). 
 
2.3  Population by Age: Conclusion 
The population of the ACT Region is generally stable 
to increasing at a modest rate. Overall, the regional 
population is growing more slowly that the state of 
Colorado. However, some counties within the region 
are increasing in population and some are decreasing. 
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Current and future labor population declined in Ala-
mosa, Baca, Costilla, Kiowa, Otero, and Prowers 
Counties, potentially indicating human capital flight 
due to a lack of desirable employment opportunities. 
Further evaluation of labor information shows that 
wage and salary jobs in Costilla and Kiowa Counties 
have decreased, while the unemployment rate in Baca 
increased during the same time period. This supports 
the contention that population decline and the lack of 
jobs are related. 
 
3.  Population by Race 
The information people provide to the census about 
their race can be useful to community leaders. Race 
can be a useful, if imperfect, indicator of culture and 
may provide insights into consumer preferences for 
products, services and information. Due to religious or 
other cultural traditions potentially correlated with 
race, some social and business practices may be      
acceptable throughout the community and some may 
not. Aggregate race information may also point out 
opportunities to benefit from federal and state pro-
grams intended for traditionally underserved popula-
tions. In this section, relative and total population of 
African American, American Indian, Hispanic, and  
White people are reported on a county-by-county basis 




3.1  Summary and Overview of Hispanic  
 Population 
Total Hispanic/Latino16 population increased at both 
the regional and state levels. The Mexican17 population 
at the state level increased, while there was a decrease 
at the regional level. Other Hispanic18 population dra-
matically increased both regionally and statewide. 
 
Pueblo County has the highest population for total His-
panic/Latino, Mexican, and Other Hispanic popula-
tions. Otero County had the second highest number of 
Hispanic/Latino and Mexican people. Las Animas 
County had the second highest number of Other His-
panics and the third highest Hispanic/Latino popula-
tion. Alamosa County had the third highest population 
of Other Hispanics, while Powers County had the third 
highest population of people of Mexican decent. 
 
Due to its low total population, Kiowa County has the 
fewest people in each of the categories, while Custer 
County had the second fewest individuals (12th of 13) 
of Mexican, Other Hispanic and total Hispanics/Latino 
decent in 2000. Baca County ranked 11th of the 13 
ACT counties in total Hispanic/Latino, Mexican and 
Other Hispanics populations in 2000. 
 
16 Total Hispanic/Latino is the sum of Mexican and Other Hispanics. 
17 Respondents provided the write-in entry of Mexican. 
18 Respondents were considered Other Hispanic provided they wrote-in entries such as a Hispanic/Latino group other than Mexican (for 
example, Puerto Rican, Cuban, and Guatemalan). 
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Mexican population increased in 6 of 13 counties 
(Baca, Bent, Crowley, Custer and Prowers). Hispanic/ 
Latino population increased across all counties except 
Kiowa County. Other Hispanic population increased in 
every county, except Kiowa County, which remained 
constant for the period. Costilla County had the highest 
percentage of Hispanic/Latino population with 68% of 
the county total. Conejos County’s Hispanic/Latino 
population accounted for 59% of the total, 41% of the 
total county population in Las Animas and Alamosa 
County. 
 
In 2000, the total Hispanic/Latino population        
accounted for 17% of Colorado’s total population, 
while Mexican and Other Hispanics accounted for 10% 
and 7%, respectively. The total number of Hispanic/ 
Latino people in Colorado increased by 73% since 
1990. The Mexican population experienced an  
 
increased by 60% and the Other Hispanics category 
grew by 101% over the period. 
 
In 2000, the total Hispanic/Latino population           
accounted for 37% of the ACT regional population. 
The Mexican population accounted for 16%, while 
Other Hispanic accounted for 21% of the regional   
total. The Mexican population in the ACT Region   
decreased by 16% over the period, while the total His-
panic/Latino population increased by 19%. However, 
this apparent change in ethnic composition may be in 
part an artifact of the nature of self-reported data. The 
largest increase in population came from ethnicities 
that comprise the Other Hispanic category, increasing 
some 73% during the 1990s. The ACT Region        
accounted for 13% of the state’s Hispanic/Latino popu-
lation, 9% of the state’s Mexican population, and 18% 
of the state’s Other Hispanic population. 
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3.2  County trends in White and Hispanic  
 Populations 
Conejos County had 8,400 residents and the Hispanic/
Latino population accounted for 59% (14% Mexican 
and 45% Other Hispanic). Overall, the Hispanic/Latino 
population increased by 11% over the decade. The 
Mexican population declined by 36%, while the Other 
Hispanic population increased by 43%. 
 
3.3  Regional Summary: Trends in African 
 American and American Indian  
 Populations 
In 1990 and 2000, the African American population in 
the state made up 4% of the total population. American 
Indians statewide comprised 1% of the total population 
in 1990 and 2000. White population in Colorado com-
prised 83% of the total statewide in 2000. The Ameri-
can Indian population increased by 59% over the 
decade, while the African American and White popula-
tion expanded by 24% and 23%, respectively.  
 
Whites accounted for 79% of the ACT region’s total 
population. African Americans and American Indians 
accounted for approximately 2% of the total in 1990 
























Indian population and 2% of the African American 
population resided in the ACT Region. The White 
population in the region comprised 6% of the state’s 
total in 2000. 
 
Colorado and the ACT Region experienced increases 
in White,19 African American20 and American Indian21 
populations. African American and American Indian 
populations grew far more quickly in the ACT Region 
than statewide. The state’s White population grew 
faster than the ACT Region. The region experienced a 
129% increase in American Indians, 39%   increase in 
African Americans, and a 5% increase in Whites. 
These race categories grew by 59%, 24%, and 23% 
statewide, respectively. 
 
Regionally, the greatest number of African Americans 
and American Indians were in populous Pueblo 
County. Crowley County experienced the second high-
est population of African Americans and Bent County 
was third. Alamosa County accounted for the third 
highest number of American Indians, while Las Ani-
mas County accounted for the second most. Pueblo 
experienced the highest population of White’s, while 
Otero and Las Animas accounted for the second and 
third highest, respectively. 
19 A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle East, of North Africa. It includes people who indicate their 
race as “White” or report entries such as Irish, German, Italian, Lebanese, Near Easterner, Arab, or Polish. 
20 A person having origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa. It includes people who indicate their race as “Black, African American, or 
Negro,” or who provide written entries such as African American, Afro American, Kenyan, Nigerian, or Haitian. 
21 Includes people who indicate their race as “American Indian,” entered the name of an Indian tribe, or report such entries as Canadian Indian, 
French-American Indian, or Spanish-American Indian. 
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Baca County had the lowest population of African 
Americans and the eleventh ranking in number of 
American Indians. Custer County ranked eleventh for 
population of African Americans and twelfth in Ameri-
can Indian population. Kiowa County ranked twelfth 
for the number of African Americans and had the few-
est American Indians in 2000. The lowest White popu-
lation was located in Kiowa, followed by Costilla and 
Custer County. 
 
African American and American Indian populations in 
most of the counties of the ACT Region rose or       
remained constant throughout the decade. The Ameri- 




the period. The White population in a majority of ACT  
Counties (Alamosa, Baca, Conejos, Costilla, Kiowa, 
Otero, Prowers) decreased over the period. 
 
3.4  County trends in American Indian and  
 African American Populations 
In Conejos County, the White population accounted 
for 73% of the county’s total population, while the  
African American population accounted for less than 
1% and the American Indian population accounted 
for 2%. The White population declined by 4%, and 
both the African American and American Indian popu-
lations increased, growing by 4% and 358%, respec-
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3.5  Conclusion for Population by Race 
The ACT Region experienced increases in total His-
panic, Other Hispanic, White, Black, and American 
Indian populations. Regionally, only the Mexican 
population decreased for the period. Government 
agencies; local, federal, and national, can more readily 
focus their efforts for race and ethnicity programs. The 
increase in specific ethnic populations can signify that 
there is an increased demand for specific government 
programs such as an increased demand for bilingual 
education, especially since approximately 3% of the 
current students statewide require such classes. 
 
4.  Housing 
Aggregate housing and household information reveal 
trends in the supply and demand for residential real 
estate within a region. Although the housing market is 
rather complicated and market specific, increases in 
population and household size generally imply an   
increase in the demand for houses, housing prices and 
house size. Increases in vacancy rates generally imply 
pressure to decrease rental rates and home prices. 
 
4.1  Summary and Overview 
In 2000, the total housing stock in the ACT Region 
accounted for 6% of the state’s total housing stock. 
Population has been trending upward for both Colo-
rado and the ACT Region. The rate of increase in 
housing units statewide (22%) did not keep pace 
with the rate of population growth (30%). On the other 
hand, in the ACT Region increases in the number of 
housing units (14%) paralleled population increases 
(13%). The average household size in Colorado      
decreased from 2.74 people per household in 1990 to 
2.12 in 2000. The household size in the ACT Region 
also decreased, but only slightly, from 2.56 in 1990 to  
2.51 in 2000. Vacancy rates for both the state and the 
region have decreased over the period. The ACT     
Region had a higher vacancy rate than the state in both 
1990 and 2000. The total number of vacant houses in 
each county includes the total amount of seasonal 
housing in each county, whereas the vacancy rates for 
the counties have been adjusted to remove seasonal 
housing. 
 
In 2000, Pueblo County had the highest group quarters 
population within the ACT Region, Crowley County 
was second and Alamosa County, third. The highest 
number of housing units was also found in Pueblo, 
followed by Otero and Las Animas County. The larg-
est average household size is in Conejos County fol-
lowed by Prowers and Crowley. Baca County had the 
highest vacancy rate followed by Kiowa and Bent 
County. 
 
In 2000, Costilla County had the lowest group quarters 
population followed by Custer and Kiowa County in 
second and third. Kiowa County has the lowest number 
of housing units, followed by Crowley and Costilla 
County. Huerfano County has the lowest average 
household size, followed by Baca and Custer County. 
Pueblo County has the lowest vacancy rate, followed 
by Custer and Alamosa County. 
 
Population growth and related household population 
growth provides an indicator of housing demand. Resi-
dential vacancy rates provide an indicator of the supply 
or stock of housing relative to demand. Increases in 
group quarters population have relatively little direct 
impact on residential housing demand, but may        
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indirectly influence housing markets by increases in 
service sector jobs to serve those institutions or 
through seasonal rental property markets in the case of 
universities. In Colorado, group quarters population, or 
population found in prisons, nursing homes, and handi-
cap institutions, rose by 29% over the decade to paral-
lel overall population growth. 
 
Total housing units in Colorado have also climbed 
with the increase in population, which undoubtedly 
required additional housing. Vacant and seasonal hous-
ing in Colorado peaked in 1990 and hit a low of 
139,255 vacant and seasonal homes statewide in 1994. 
This number has climbed each year from 1994 to 1999, 
but in 2000 it decreased by 23% from the 1999 obser-
vation. 
 
Nationwide, household size has decreased and higher 
incomes tend to imply lower household sizes. For   
example, the U.S. people per household in 1990 were 
2.63, decreasing to 2.59 in 2000. As a general rule, 
household sizes tend to be smaller in urban settings. As 
an increasingly urban and wealthy state, it could be 
expected that Colorado household size should have 
decreased between 1990 and 2000. Recent data for 
Colorado does bear out this expectation, indicating a 
decrease in household size over the period (2.74 in 
1990 and 2.12 in 2000). A longer time series provides 
a more accurate picture of the longer-term trends. In 
1960 Colorado’s average household size was 3.23 peo-
ple, 3.08 in 1970, and 2.65 in 1980. In general, interna-
tional immigrant households tend to be larger on aver-
age than second generation and longer American 
households. An important portion of Colorado’s popu-
lation growth is driven by first generation immigrants. 
For example, between 1990 and 1994, 68,006 interna-
tional immigrants entered Colorado, while between 
1995 and 2000 population from international immigra-
tion was 133,066. This represents a population increase 
of 96% among international immigrants. It could be 
expected that downward household size trends would 
be muted within the state and where first generation 
households are more concentrated. 
 


































Similar to the idea of “frictional unemployment,” there 
is a need to have vacant housing at all times to allow 
for families to upgrade, move into the area, or for 
families to form. It is difficult to establish a benchmark 
to measure the level at which the vacancy rate is “bad” 
or “good”. For the purposes of this assessment, the 
state average is considered the benchmark. Home    
vacancy rates are in a downward trend since 1990. In 
areas with high levels of agricultural activity there are 
noticeably higher vacancy rates than in counties with 
less economic dependence on agriculture. Seasonal 
housing has a large impact on vacancy rates in counties 
with a higher level of natural amenities, recreation and 
tourism. Depending on when Census Enumerators 
evaluated the home, there may be significant levels of 
vacant housing in the county. As a result, seasonal 
housing has been taken into consideration and has been 


















Comparisons of the ACT Region to the state total   
reveals that group population grew by 57% over the  
10-year period, which constitutes 10% of the state’s 
total in 2000. Total population increased from 217,559  
to 247,522, or a 14% growth rate over the same        
10-years. This population made up 6% of the state total 
in 2000. 
 
Total housing units increased by 10% across the ACT 
Region during the 1990s. The state’s growth rate of 
housing was 20% over the same period. Vacant and 
seasonal housing units have varied somewhat through-
out the decade. In 1990, the total vacant homes were 
13,965 and by 2000 reached 13,776. Between 1990 
and 2000 the number of vacant and seasonal homes 
reached a low of 11,865 in 1995 and a high of 15,317 
in 1999. The total number of households occupied in 
the ACT Region increased by 15% over the period. 
 
 





























Overall average household size has decreased from 
2.56 in 1990 to 2.51 in 2000. In 1994, 1995, 1996 there 















This plateau is followed by another plateau of 
2.55 for 1997-1999. 
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The ACT Region has a higher vacancy rate than the 
state. Despite this, the number of vacant homes in the 
ACT Region decreased over the period. Of all the 
counties in the ACT Region, only two (Pueblo and 
Alamosa) showed increases in the vacancy rate       
between 1990 and 2000. 
 
4.2  County trends in housing 
Population in Conejos County increased by 12% 
throughout the decade, whereas household population 
increased by 13%. The group quarters population in 
Conejos stayed between 28 and 32 people until 2000 
when a 66% jump occurred. 
 
The total number of housing units in Conejos County 
increased from 3,574 in 1990 to 3,886 in 2000, an   
increase of 9% over the decade. Total households   
occupied increased by 16%. A parallel 16% decrease 
in vacant and seasonal homes was observed for the 
decade. 
 
The average household size in Conejos County was the 
largest in the ACT Region throughout the decade. In 
1990, the average was 2.98 people per household, 
peaking at 3.16 in 1991, and falling every year until 
1994. In 1995 and 1996, the average held constant at 
3.05 and fell slightly to 3.04 in 1997 and rose to 3.07 
in 1999. The 2000 average person per household is less 
than the 1990 average showing overall decreases in the 
average per household for the 1990s. 
 
In 1990, the vacancy rate was 12.17% decreasing to 
9.32% in 2000. Vacancy rates for Conejos County 
were higher than the regional vacancy rates in both 
1990 and 2000. 
 
4.3  Housing Conclusions 
Increases in population and per capita income create 
increased demand for housing. Conversely a decrease 
in population implies downward pressure on housing 
prices. The housing vacancy rate is the difference   
between the rate of growth in population and the rate 
of growth in the housing stock. Regionally, a decrease 
in the vacancy rate is observed, indicating that popula-
tion and income growth are outpacing increases or  
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renovations in the regional housing stock, potentially 
putting upward pressure on general housing prices in 
the region. 
 
4.4  Summary and overview of building permits 
The Housing Division of the U.S. Census Bureau    
obtains building permits mainly from the annual sur-
vey reports. These data reflect new private and public 
housing units. Prior to 1995 the data reflected the sub-
traction of demolitions. Due to this significant series 
change, only the 1995 through 1999 data are provided.  
Building permits show how much actual new growth 
is occurring in the county and gives an indication of 
changes in the supply of housing in the county.  
 
Building permits in Colorado and in the ACT Region      
increased consistently for every year from 1990 to 
2000, with the exception of a state level decrease    
between 1998 and 1999. The region had 4% of the 
state’s total building permits in 2000. 
 
Pueblo County had the highest number of building per-
mits in the region in 1999, followed by Conejos  





























of building permits in 1999. Costilla, Crowley, and  
Kiowa County had the fewest building permits, and all 
had fewer than four building permits in 1999. Baca and 
Bent County had 10 and 14 permits, respectively. 
 
Between 1990 and 1999, Colorado had a 28% increase 
in building permits. In a consistent increasing trend 
over the decade, 1998 provided a high point in activity, 
while in 1995 the lowest number of permits was regis-
tered. 
 
Similarly, building permits in the ACT Region showed 
an increase throughout the decade. A growth rate of 
64% occurred between 1995 and 1999. In 1999, the 
greatest number of building permits was observed, 
comprising 4% of the state total. 
 
4.5  County trends in building permits 
Regionally, the second highest number of building per-
mits occurred in Conejos County. The data reflects 
some unusual characteristics, from practically no 
growth in 1995 to stable growth for the four years 
concluding the period. Between 1995 and 1999 there 
was a growth rate of 8%. 
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4.6  Building Permit Conclusion 
The building of private or public housing units signi-
fies a significant investment on the part of the owner. 
Construction is a “follower” industry. When an econ-
omy is growing for whatever reason, construction 
demand increases. Therefore, a vibrant construction 
sector can be considered one indicator of regional eco-
nomic health. Over the study period, the construction 
sector demonstrated the greatest growth in the regional 
economy, growing by 106%, while the number of 
building permits regionwide increased by 64%, illus-
trating a close relationship between the two categories. 
 
5.  Jobs by Sector 
Jobs by sector gives an indication of how important a 
certain sector of the economy is to the entire county’s 
economy and measures if that sector increases in 
importance over a period of time. Nine sectors of the 
economy are assessed in this study, but there are many 
more components of each sector that compose these 
nine sectors. For example, manufacturing can be 
divided into categories such as textiles, lumber, chemi-
cals and many other types of manufacturing. 
 
5.1  Summary and overview of jobs by sector 
Colorado had an increase of 48% in all jobs, while the 
region had a growth rate of 26%. Out of all jobs in the 
state, the ACT Region accounted for 4% of the state’s 
total in 2000. The highest number of jobs in Colorado 
and the region are in the service, wholesale & retail, 
and the government sectors. For Colorado, the most 
growth existed in the service sector, while at the      
regional level the construction sector grew the most 
over the decade. 
 
The most jobs in the ACT Region are located in 
Pueblo County, followed by Otero County and Ala-
mosa County. In each of the counties with the highest 
number of jobs, the service sector had the highest    
employment in 2000. Costilla, Crowley, and Kiowa 
County have the lowest number of jobs, regionally. 
Agriculture was the leading employment sector in Cos-
tilla County and Kiowa County economy, and the gov-
ernment sector was the number one employer in Crow-
ley County. In every county in the region, the govern-
ment sector ranked in the top three, except for Custer 
and Huerfano County. In nine of the thirteen counties 
the service sector ranked among the top three employ-
ers. For those counties that do not have the service sec-
tor in the top three sectors of the county economy, the 
wholesale and retail sector played a substantial role. 
 
Overall, the total number of jobs in Colorado increased 
from 1,937,369 in 1990 to 2,859,682 in 2000, an     
increase of 48%. Out of all the sectors in the Colorado 
economy the service sector accounted for the most jobs 
(30%). Wholesale and retail trade followed with 21% 
and government with 16% of all jobs in the state. The 
service sector grew at the fastest rate (57%) and the 
finance, insurance, and real estate sector (FIRE) fol-
lowed with a 47% increase in jobs. The transportation, 
communication and utilities sector had the third fastest 
growth rate statewide (46%). 
 
Between 1990 and 2000, the number of jobs in the 
ACT Region went from 98,322 jobs to 124,305, or a 
26% growth over the decade. Out of all jobs in Colo-
rado in 2000, 4% were in the ACT Region. The service 
sector accounted for 28% of the jobs in the ACT 
Region and was the number one regional employment 
sector. The service was followed by the wholesale and 
retail sector (22%) and the government sector (19%). 
The construction sector demonstrated the greatest rate 
of growth in the region, increasing from 3,715 in to  
 










































7,661 (106%). Services grew by the second highest  
rate (40%) and wholesale and retail trade grew third 
fastest. In the ACT Region, agriculture accounted for 
9% of the total jobs in 2000. Mining and extractive 
industries were the only industries to demonstrate a 
decrease in employment over the decade, diminishing 
from 714 in 1990 to 450 in 2000. 
 
5.2  County trends in jobs by sector 
Conejos County accounted for 3% of the region’s total 
jobs in 2000. Agriculture was the largest employer in 
the county with 37% of the total jobs in 2000. The ser-
vice sector was second with 22% and the government 
sector was third with 20% of the total. Three sectors of 
the economy saw a decline over the decade, including 
transportation, communications and utilities (-20%), 




































estate sector, which declined by a small amount. 
County jobs within the mining and extractive indus-
tries sector grew at the most rapid rate, increasing from 
1 job in 1990 to 51 by 2000. The construction sector 
demonstrated the second fastest rate of growth (813%) 
and the service sector increased 14% over the decade. 
 
5.3  Job by Sector Conclusions 
The evaluation of jobs by sector was done to show 
how important a specific type of activity is to the over-
all condition of the county’s economy. County plan-
ners need to have some idea of the number and propor-
tion of jobs current employers offer to the county resi-
dents. If the current distribution or size of major      
employment sectors is unsatisfactory, then focused 
efforts to encourage or discourage the development of 
local economic sectors can take place using the tools at  
 































the disposal of the county. Just like any financial port-
folio the local economy should be diverse in order to 
help cope with unforeseen changes in the sector of 
greatest importance in the counties. Undiversified 
economies are more prone to high amounts of varia-
tion. This may be a tolerable risk in a financial portfo-
lio, but due to frictions in the job and housing markets 
and the benefits of stability to a community, it may not 
be optimal for community planning. Some counties 
that may want to consider diversification include; Baca 
with 47% of current jobs in agriculture, Huerfano, with 
44% of jobs in the service sector, and Kiowa with 61% 
of jobs in agriculture. 
 
6.  Labor 
The labor information provided in this assessment is 
the result of both the Current Population Survey (CPS),   
conducted by the US Census Bureau for the Bureau of  
Labor and Statistics, and ES202 data, reported monthly 

































The Bureau of Economic Analysis then takes the CPS 
and ES202 data and makes the addition of wage and 
salary agriculture jobs, military, and private household 
employment to give an estimate of all wage and salary 
employment. To this total the number of proprietors is 
added, which is found by looking at the Federal      
Income Tax Schedule Cs filed in those counties. The 
total number of proprietors in the counties, as esti-
mated by the BEA, is then taken by the Demographers 
Office and adjusted to provide a more reasonable    
assessment. In rural areas the BEA estimate is divided 
by the estimated average income of wages and salaries 
employees. In urban counties, the number of proprie-
tors is determined by using national ratios. 
 
6.1  Summary and Overview of labor estimates 
Total estimated jobs in Colorado increased by 42%, 
while jobs increased by 13% in the ACT Region. The 
state labor force grew by 29% and the regional labor 
force grew by 2%. Wage & salary jobs comprised 85%  
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of total jobs at the state level and accounted for 78% of  
the region’s total jobs in 2000. The number of unem-
ployed people in the ACT Region decreased by 35% 
and 30% statewide over the decade. 
 
Regionally, Pueblo County had the greatest number of 
people in all labor categories. The second highest num-
ber of total estimated jobs, labor force, employed 
people, wage and salary jobs, and estimated proprietors 
were found in Otero County. Alamosa County has the 
third highest number in each of these outlined catego-
ries. Costilla, Kiowa, Custer, and Crowley County con-
sistently had the lowest total labor estimates in the   
region. 
 
During the 1990s, the Colorado labor market was rela-
tively robust. Colorado had a 42% increase in the num-
ber of total estimated jobs, accompanied by a 29%  
increase in the labor force. Employed people increased 
by 32% between 1990 and 2000 and the number of  
unemployed people decreased by 30% over the period. 
Wage and salary jobs increased by 47%, while the 
number of estimated proprietors increased by 20%. 
Wage and salary jobs accounted for 85% of total esti-
mated jobs in 2000. 
 
The regional labor market was also quite robust 
through the 1990s, though less so than the state at 
large. Total estimated jobs increased by 13% during 
the decade, with the highest number of jobs existing in 
1998. The labor force climbed by 2% over the period. 
The number of employed people grew by 4% between 
1990 and 2000, peaking in 1998 at around 110,000 
people. The number of wage and salary employees also 
hit its decade high in 1998. The number of wage and 
salary employees grew by 12% and estimated proprie-
tors grew by 18%. The state had a lower growth rate. 
Unemployment decreased in the region by 35% over 
the period. The greatest number of unemployed people 
was in 1998. Wage and salary jobs accounted for 78% 
of the region’s total jobs in 2000, while the state had 
85%. Generally speaking, the labor market in the ACT 
Region peaked in 1998, whereas reached its apex state-
wide in 2000. 
 
6.2  County trends in labor estimates 
Conejos County grew across all labor categories and 
the number of unemployed people decreased. Esti-
mated total jobs increased by 13% over the decade, 
with the highest number of jobs occurring in 2000. The 
labor force in Conejos County increased by 15%  
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during the period, peaking in 1998. The number of  
employed people increased by 21% in the 1990s again 
peaking in 1998. Conejos County wage and salary jobs 
accounted for 53% of the county total jobs in 2000, 
increasing by 2%. The estimated number of proprietors 
increased from 1,186 in 1990 to 1,512 in 2000, or by 
27%. Unemployed people decreased from 363 in 1990 
to 243 in 2000. 
 
6.3  Labor Conclusion 
The Senior Economist for the Colorado governor’s 
office claimed that in 1999, Colorado had the best 
economy in the nation and the second best throughout 
the 1990s. This contention was fueled, in part, due to 
sustained employment growth and wage and salary job 
growth. The 1990s were extraordinary economic times, 
but not for everybody, since there has been an increase 
in unemployed people in Baca, Bent, Crowley, and 
Custer counties and wage and salary jobs decreased in 
Costilla and Kiowa. Growth in the state of Colorado 
was uneven and some of the ACT counties were 
among those who did not benefit as greatly from the 
boom. Estimated total jobs increased in every county 
with the exception of remaining constant in Costilla, 
implying a consistent or increasing demand for labor in 
each county examined. Generally, there were consis-
tent changes in the number of estimated jobs, showing 
that the labor force had sufficient time to under take 
new available positions. However, this was not the 
case in Costilla. The rising tide of Colorado’s economy 
floated most boats, but some within the ACT region 
were left a bit lower than others. 
 
7.  Local Tax Information 
Sales and property taxes are used by local governments 
to provide services to their constituencies. A mill levy 
is a type of property tax, also referred to as an ad 
valorem tax. One mill is equivalent to 1/1000 of the 
total assessed value of a property. Generally speaking, 
the number of mills levied against the value of real 
estate adjusts to reflect changes in the value of local 
real estate relative to community service needs. Prop-
erty taxes are one of the major tools used by local gov-
ernments to pay for public schools and other essential 
community services. If property values increase and 
mill levies do not decrease then either the community 
has decided to sponsor more services per capita or 
community growth is not paying its way and is being 
subsidized by current residents. Sales taxes constitute a 
high proportion of the total state tax revenue. State 
sales tax revenues increase consistently on an annual 
basis and by 2001 accounted for 33% of the total tax 
revenue collected by the state. 
 
7.1  Summary and overview of tax information 
In Colorado, total property value increased by 68% 
from 1990-2000, while property value in the region 
increased by 44%. In both cases the property tax rate 
reduced over the period. Retail sales tax revenue 
increased by 140% statewide, while regional tax reve-
nues increased by 103%. Regionally, Pueblo County 
generated the highest amount of state sales taxes, fol-
lowed by Alamosa and Otero County. Kiowa County 
generated the least sales taxes, Costilla was twelfth and 
Crowley County was ranked eleventh of the thirteen 
counties in the ACT region. 
 
Pueblo County had the highest total taxable value in 
2000, followed by Las Animas and Huerfano County. 
The lowest taxable value occurred in Crowley County 
followed by Kiowa and Conejos County. Kiowa 
County had the highest county mill levy, followed 
by Crowley and Bent. Custer County imposed the low-
est county mill levy, followed by Las Animas and   
Costilla County. 
 
Alamosa County had the highest average school levy, 
followed by Kiowa and Costilla County. Bent County 
imposed the lowest average school levy, followed by 
Crowley and Las Animas County. Kiowa County, 
Pueblo County and Alamosa County all had the high-
est total average levy. Las Animas County had the 
lowest total average mill levy for 2000, followed by 
Custer and Conejos County. 
 
The total taxable assessed value of property in Colo-
rado grew by 68% in the past decade. The state mill 
levy decreased by 4%, while the average school levy 
and total average mill levy dropped by 6% and 2%, 
respectively. 
 
Retail sales in Colorado increased by 126% over the 
1990s, while the sales tax generated increased by 
140%. Retail sales in Colorado have grown consis-
tently and steadily over the decade. 
 
Total taxable assessed value in the ACT Region grew 
at a slower pace than the state as a whole, although it 
increased by 44% though the 1990s. The regional mill 
levy remained relatively steady throughout the 1992-
1997 period, with a decade high regional average of 
27.37 was observed in 1991. When the value of total 
taxable property started to increase in 1997, cuts in 
the regional property tax rates were implemented. The 
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average school levy in the region decreased by a rate 
greater than that of the state, declining by 14%. The 
total average levy also declined by a rate higher than 
that of the state, falling by 8% over the 1990s. 
 
Between 1990 and 2000, retail sales in the ACT      
Region increased 80%. The region had persistent    
increases in retail sales increases and state sales tax 
generated increased by 103% over the period. 
 
7.2  County trends in property and retail taxes 
Conejos County was ranked eleventh for the total tax-
able assessed value in 2000 in the region. Despite this, 
Conejos County had a 29% increase in value over the 
decade. In 2000, a noticeable increase in total taxable 
value occurred while the county mill levy declined 
from the previous year. Despite this, there was an over-
all 7% increase in the county mill levy. Average school 
levy and total average levy decreased by 7% and 3%, 
respectively. 
 
Retail sales in Conejos County peaked in 1994,       
increasing 119% from the previous year. State sales tax 
generated by Conejos County increased substantially 
in 1995 before resuming the increasing trend over 
the decade. Between 1990 and 2000, the overall retail 
sales increased 46% and state sales tax generated    
increased by 99%. 
 
7.3  Taxation Conclusion 
The mill levy is a property tax that is used to provide 
essential government services to the community (e.g,  
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roads, emergency services, and public education). For 
a given portfolio of services it can be expected that 
total assessed value and average mill levy should be 
inversely related. Increases in population create greater 
demands on public services, but also generate sales tax 
and property tax revenues. If increases in population 
and assessed value are not accompanied by reductions 
in average tax burden, then population growth is not 
paying its way or the community has decided to      
increase the amount or quality of services provided per 
capita. For example, Alamosa and Custer County both 
experienced increases in population and assessed 
value. Despite this there were increases in the mill levy 
over the period. 
 
Sales taxes are typically regressive, which means that 
poorer people suffer a disproportionate amount of the 
sales tax burden. For example, regardless of who you 
are you are going to pay 2% on the purchase of good. 
That 2% represents a higher proportion of a poor per-
son’s income than that of a wealthier individual.     
Increases in sales tax rates as a substitute for increasing 
mill levies (which tend to place greater burden on the 
relatively wealthy) for counties who are concerned 
about their poorer residents. However, sales taxes are 
popular in counties for which tourism is an important 
economic sector. Tourists pay sales taxes, but not mill 
levies. Either due to population growth, income growth 
or actual increases in sales tax rates, the total sales tax 
paid have increased in every county of the ACT region 




8.  Education 
Colorado had the nation’s highest percentage of resi-
dents with college degrees (more than 1 in 3) and ranks 
third highest in the percentage of high school gradu-
ates. Colorado’s high school class of 2001 had a 
graduation rate of 80.5%, which was slightly less than 
the 80.9% rate in 2000. This report uses the October 
Average Daily Attendance and is reported by the Colo-
rado Department of Education. 
 
8.1  School enrollment summary and overview 
Colorado had consistent increases in the number of 
students enrolled into grades 1-8, while the region had 
some decreases in the period. Overall, the ACT Region 
had a 3% increased enrollment for the period, while 
the state had a 21% increase.  
 
Using the most recent data available, Pueblo County 
had the highest number of students in the 1-8 grade in 
1999. Otero County had the second most students, fol-
lowed by Alamosa County. Kiowa County had the 
fewest students, Custer County enrolled the second 
fewest students, and Crowley County had the third 
fewest students enrolled in 1999. Baca, Crowley, 
Kiowa, Otero, and Prowers Counties showed decreases 
in students in grades 1-8 over the decade, while the rest 
of the region experienced increases. 
 
Overall, school enrollment in the ACT Region        
increased by 3% for the period, with the greatest num-
ber of students enrolled in 1998. Between 1990 and 
1995, enrollment increased steadily before declining in  
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1996. Between 1995 and 1999, the region had small 
variations in the number of students, but for the most 
part remained relatively stable. 
 
8.2  County trends in school enrollment 
After increasing for most of the decade, Conejos 
County school enrollment had a net decrease 2% (26 
students) over the period. Conejos County had        
increases for every year following 1991 until reaching 
the period high in 1998. Between 1998 and 1999, a 
relatively large (5%) decrease in students was         
observed. Conejos County schools reached the period 
low school enrollment in 1999 with 1,211 students. 
 
8.3  School Enrollment Conclusion 
An educated populace is essential to a well functioning 
democracy. Some aspects of education are also impor-
tant for job training. Education is an expensive and 
lengthy process that will be underprovided from a 
societal perspective without government action. Coun-
ties bear the majority of the costs of education in the 
form of mill levies. However, studies have shown that 
educated people are less costly to society in terms of 
the use of certain public services such as welfare, and 
are less likely to commit crimes. There are also studies 
that show positive correlation between health status 
and the level of educational attainment. 
 



















Higher education also tends to correlate with higher 
taxable income. County enrollment trends can facilitate 
planning for educational services. Moreover, school 
enrollment shows what the county workforce will be in 
the near future and provides some insight to the 
county’s labor force. School enrollment within the 
ACT region demonstrates a great variety of county 
level trends. Each county will want to examine its   
enrollment trends in assessing future investment in 
education and educational infrastructure and in consid-
ering possibilities for cross-district and crosscounty 
partnerships in primary and secondary education. 
 
8.4  School district revenue and expenditure 
 summary and overview 
School districts make use a number of sources of fed-
eral, state and local funds. Total school district revenue 
for Colorado declined by 7% over since the 1997-98 
school year. The ACT Region had a decrease in school 
district revenue between FY 1997 and FY 1998, but 
over the entire period had a 14% growth rate. Colorado 
school district expenditures increased by less than 1%, 
while the regional school district expenditures         
decreased by less than 1% over the period.  
 
The highest level of revenues and expenditures were 
found in Pueblo County and Otero was second. The 
third highest expenditures occurred in Las Animas 
County and Prowers County had the third highest reve-
nue in 1999-2000. Custer County had the lowest 
county total school district revenue and expenditures, 
while Kiowa County ranked twelfth and Crowley 
County ranked eleventh for 1999-2000. 
For the 1997 fiscal year, Colorado school districts had 
total revenues of $5.8 billion, decreasing by 5% in 
1998, and then 3% in 1999, yielding a 7% decrease in 
total school district revenues over the most recent 
school years of record. 
 
Total expenditures of Colorado school districts        
decreased by 7% between fiscal year 1997 and 1998, 
but increased by a similar amount between 1998 and 
1999. 
 
Revenues exceeded expenditures for the first two years 
in the series, but the system as a whole was in deficit 
for the 1999-2000 school year based upon these fig-
ures. In 1997, the difference between total revenue and 
total expenditures for all school districts in Colorado 
equaled $225 million more in revenue than that of   
expenditures. The following year revenues exceeded 
expenditures by $294 million. However, the tables 
turned in 1999 when expenditures exceeded the total 
revenues by $225 million.  
 
In the ACT region, total school revenues declined by 
1% between 1997 and 1998, then climbed by 16%  
between 1998 and 1999. The total revenue for 1999 
accounted for 6% of the state total. 
 
Total school district expenditures in the region        
decreased by 5% between 1997 and 1998, then        
increased by the same percentage between 1998 and 
1999. The total expenditures in 1999 accounted for 5% 
of the state total. Regionally, total expenditures in  
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1997 exceeded the total revenues by $7.6 million. In 
1998, the total revenue exceeded the total expenditures 
by $3.3 million. In 1999, total revenue jumped by a 
substantial amount causing $33.3 million more in reve-
nue than in expenditures in the year’s school budget. 
 
8.5  County trends in school district revenue 
 and expenditure 
Between 1997 and 1998, revenues increased by 3% 
across Conejos County school districts. Revenues   
increased by 4% in each of the subsequent years. North 
Conejos RE-1J accounted for 58% of the county 








































Between 1997 and 1998, county total school district 
expenditures increased by 7%, then increased by 11% 
between 1998 and 1999. North Conejos RE-1J        
accounted for 59% of the county’s total expenditures 
in 1999, whereas South Conejos RE-10 accounted for 
23%. Sanford 6J accounted for the least school district 
expenditures with 18%. County total school district 
expenditures in Conejos County exceeded total reve-
nue by $363,000 in 1997 and revenues exceeded the 
expenditures by $626,000 in 1998. In 1999, expendi-
tures exceeded revenues by $220,000. 
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8.6  School District Revenue and  
 Expenditure Conclusion 
Many people associate the level of school district    
expenditure and availability of funds to the quality of 
education obtained. Poorer school districts cannot af-
ford some of the same resources as that of wealthier 
school districts; therefore school districts with low 
fund availability may suffer from a quality disparity. It 
is more likely that combining student enrollment infor-
mation with school budget information to derive the 
expenditures per student would provide a useful meas-
ure of the connection between resources and educa-
tional quality. Further, student demographics and    
determining the amount of the school budget that actu-
ally goes to education, as opposed to bussing for exam-
ple, would better reveal any potential relationships. 
Research in this area has generated mixed results.    
Research by James Coleman claims that family back-
ground was the leading determinate of performance, 
not expenditures. Conversely, Ferguson (1991) finds 
that school resources do contribute to the quality of 
education. Smaller class sizes, teacher literacy rates, 
and teacher experience, which are influenced by school 
district expenditures, are all correlated with student  
performance. The results are too conflicting to give a 
definite answer regarding the level of expenditures, but 
it is obvious that with the more availability of funds, 
the more money will be spent by the district and the 
utilization of these funds will differ from student to 
student even within the same school district. 
 
9.  Agriculture 
During the 21st century the number of people living on 



















tially. Technological innovation and federal policy in 
the agriculture sector has facilitated the redundancy of 
farm labor and the concentration of agricultural pro-
duction among fewer and fewer larger and larger    
operations. Farm numbers are not the only indicator of 
health in the agriculture sector. Cash receipts, expendi-
tures, and net income all provide insight by showing 
whether crops or livestock receipts have a greater 
influence in the region and whether the production  
expenses of a specific type is having negative ramifica-
tions for farmers’ income. 
 
Increasing pressure has been placed on farmers by  
society to have more responsibility toward conserva-
tion and federal incentive policies have facilitated 
environmental stewardship in the agriculture sector. 
Through the Conservation Reserve Program millions 
of farmland acres have been taken out of agriculture 
and placed in conservation practices to help reduce 
erosion and pollution. Farmers not only provide food 
and fiber to society, but also provide other consump-
tive and nonconsumptive values of natural resource 
management through their environmental stewardship 
of the land. This section includes the amount of those 
farm goods produced as well as the amount of acreage 
in the ACT Region under production. In addition to 
providing crop production volumes and acreage, the 
number of livestock operations and the value of live-
stock products are reviewed in this section. 
 
9.1  Summary of farm numbers, land in farms, 
 and value of farmland and buildings 
In 1997, 2,190,510 farms covered 956,010,000 acres 
throughout the nation. In that same year 32.6 million of  
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Colorado’s 66.6 million acres were considered farm-
land acres. These farmland acres were spread among 
28,628 farms and ranches. The number of farms in the 
United States decreased by 8% between 1987 and 
1997, while farms in Colorado increased by 4%. The 
ACT Region experienced a 2% increase in the number 
of farms from 1987-1997. The land in farms statewide 
decreased by 4% over the period, while land in farms 
in the ACT Region decreased by 5%. 
 
The average estimated value of farmland and buildings 
per farm in Colorado increased by 54%, while average 
estimated value of farmland increased by 46% in the 
ACT Region. From 1987-1997, the value of farmland 
and the buildings on farmland property decreased in 
only one of the thirteen counties, indicating a general 
increase in the value of farmland per farm throughout 
the region. 
 
Pueblo County had the most farms in the ACT region 
in 1997. Baca County was second, while Prowers 
County ranked third. Las Animas County had the most 
land in farms in the region, followed by Baca and 
Kiowa Counties. Crowley County had the highest esti-
mated value of farmland and buildings per farm, fol-
lowed by Las Animas and then Huerfano County. 
 
Regionally, Custer County had the fewest farms, fol-
lowed by Costilla and Crowley County. Custer County 
also had the lowest amount of land in farms, followed 
by Alamosa and Conejos Counties. Conejos County 
emerged with the lowest estimated value of farmland 
and buildings per farm, followed by Otero and Pueblo 
County. 
 
The number of farms in Alamosa, Baca, Bent, Cone-
jos, Costilla, and Prowers decreased over the outlined 
period. The amount of farmland acreage decreased in 
all counties with the exception of acreage in Costilla, 
Huerfano, and Las Animas Counties. The estimated 
value of land and buildings per farm increased dra-
matically for all counties in the ACT Region, with 
only Bent County as the exception. 
 
The Census of Agriculture for 1987, 1992, and 1997 
showed a decrease in the number of farms between 
1987 and 1992 by less than 1%. However, the number 
of farms increased by 4% between 1992 and 1997. 
 
Between 1987 and 1997, Colorado farmland acreage 
decreased by 4%. Colorado farmland acreage consis-
tently decreases from the prior observation. 
The average estimated value of farmland and buildings 
per farm increased by 54% in Colorado between 1987 
and 1997. Statewide, a consistent increasing trend in 
the value of farmland and buildings was observed. 
 
Regionally, the number of farms increased by 2%   
between 1987 and 1997. The number of farms in the 
region showed a slight decrease between 1987 to 1992. 
The 1997 total number of farms in the region           
accounted for 18% of the state total in that year. 
 
Between 1987 and 1997, farmland acres in the ACT 
Region decreased by 5%. Land in farms increased 
slightly from 1987 to 1992. The 1997 regional total 
represented 29% of the state total. 
 
Between 1987 and 1997, the value of farmland and 
buildings in the ACT Region increased by 46%. In 
comparison to the state average value of farms and 
buildings, the ACT Region’s average value is $24,000 
per farm less than the state average. 
 
9.2  County trends in farm numbers, land in 
 farms, and value of farmland and buildings 
Between 1987 and 1992, the number of farms in Cone-
jos County increased by 3%, but a decrease of 5% was 
found in the subsequent observation. The total number 
of farms in Conejos County accounted for 7% of the 
regional total in 1997. 
 
The amount of land in farms in Conejos County      
increased by 1% between 1987 and 1992, but then   
decreased by 7% in 1997. The total acres of farmland 
in Conejos County accounted for only 3% of the 
regional total in 1997, ranking eleventh regionwide. 
 
Land and building values increased by 15% overall, 
but in the first half of the decade this average value per 
farm decreased by 17% before rebounding by 1997. 
The estimated value of land and buildings in the 
county is the lowest regionwide, with the regional   
average per farm being $234,000 higher than the 
county average per farm in 1997. 
 
9.3  Farm Number, Acreage, and Property 
 Value Conclusion 
Land in farms has decreased for both the region and 
the state, while the number of farms has increased in 
both cases; agricultural parcels are smaller on average 
than they were at in 1997. The average farm in the  
region in 1987 had 2,026 acres, and the declined to 
1,892 acres by 1997. Closer inspection of agricultural  
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lands would probably reveal more very large opera-
tions where most of the agricultural production activi-
ties occur and many more parcels of about 35 acres 
where little to no actual agricultural production is tak-
ing place. Despite experiencing an increase in the num-
ber of farms the number of agricultural jobs have de-
creased in Costilla, Crowley, Custer, Las Animas, and 
Prowers County during the 1990s. Agriculture land 
prices are a function of expected future returns, includ-
ing government farm programs, but also the potential 
to convert that land to higher intensity uses than agri-
culture. Thus, population and income growth may be 
driving agricultural land values beyond what is justifi-
able from the returns to agricultural production. The 
property value of farmland and buildings has been  
increasing while returns to actual farm production have 
largely been in decline. As a result, farmers and ranch-
ers have a greater incentive to take the land out of agri-
cultural production now than they did in the past. 
 
9.4  Summary and overview of farm income  
 and expenses 
Farm income and expense estimates in Colorado are 
the result of cooperation between the Economic      
Research Service (ERS) and National Agriculture Sta-
tistics Service (NASS). The ERS and NASS provide 
data to the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) where 
they are aggregated into state and national level infor-
mation. The major income components of this assess-
ment are government payments, miscellaneous income, 
cash receipts from livestock, crops, and other sources. 
The expense portion of this study is comprised of pur-
chases of feed, livestock, seed, fertilizer, petroleum, 
labor, and all other production expenses. In other sec-
tions of this study livestock receipts are explored in 
greater detail. The major difference between the farm 
income and expense section presented here and the 
livestock section presented later is that the farm      
income section below uses estimates whereas sections 
9.10- 9.19 use actual data collected from the Census of 
Agriculture. 
 
Statewide, the majority of cash receipts came from 
livestock sales. Statewide cash receipts fell by 1% for 
the period, while the region experienced a 17%       
decrease. Coloradoan farms realized an 18% increase, 
while the regions’ farmers experienced a 15% increase 
in cash receipts from crops. Other income at the state 
level increased by 85% and the ACT Region’s other 
income category grew by 146% during the same     
period. Imputed and miscellaneous income for the state 
grew by 113%, while growing by 315% in the region. 
 
At the state and regional level, all production expense 
categories increased with the exception of a decrease 
in the purchased livestock expenses. Cash receipts and 
other income increased by 12% at the state level and 
decreased by 8% in the region. Total net income     
including corporate farms throughout the state experi-
enced a 34% decrease in income over the period, while 
the regional category decreased by 22%. State and  
regional inventories decreased markedly over the    
period, which is reflected in decreases in income for 
the state, region and within many counties. 
 
Using the most recent data, Prowers County had the 
highest cash receipts from livestock, Otero had the sec-
ond highest and Crowley County was third. Alamosa 
County, Baca County, and Prowers County had the 
highest cash receipts from crops. Baca, Prowers, and 
Kiowa County were the top three counties in cash    
receipts from other income. Baca, Kiowa, and Prowers 
County had the highest amounts of government pay-
ments in 1999. Prowers, Crowley, and Baca County 
had the highest imputed and miscellaneous income 
within the region. 
 
Feed purchase and livestock expenses were the highest 
in Prowers, Otero, Crowley, and Baca County in 1999. 
Seed purchase, fertilizer and lime, and petroleum prod-
uct expenses were highest in Alamosa, Prowers, and 
Baca County. Hired farm labor and all other expenses 
were the greatest in Alamosa, Prowers, and Kiowa 
County within the ACT Region. 
 
Total cash receipts from marketings, total production 
expenses and total cash receipts and other income were 
the highest in, Prowers, Otero, and Baca County. 
Prowers, Baca, and Crowley County had the highest 
overall net incomes. Alamosa, Kiowa, and Costilla 
County had the highest total value of inventory change 
within the region, and were the only counties reporting 
a positive change in inventory over the period. 
 
Colorado livestock and livestock products cash       
receipts decreased by 1% between 1990 and 1999. 
Livestock receipts make up the majority of all cash 
receipts earned. The cash receipts from crops increased 
by 18%, from $1.15 billion in 1990 to $1.36 billion in 
1999. Other income, which is income earned from 
farm related actives other than crop and livestock pro-
duction, increased 85% and government payments rose 
by 6% over the period. Imputed and miscellaneous 
income increased by 113% statewide over the period.  
 





























Imputed income consists of income from the rental 
value of the home if the farm dwelling was rented at 
market value rather than being occupied by the farmer. 
Imputed farm income also includes custom work     
income, rental income, and income from forest prod-
ucts. 
 
Production expenses increased in all but one expense 
category between 1990 and 1999. Feed purchases   
increased by 46% and seed purchases increased by 
65% over the decade. Fertilizer and lime expenditures 
increased by the highest rate in the period, climbing by 
85%. Petroleum products purchased increased by 7%  
and hired farm labor climbed by 73%, whereas the all 
other expense category climbed by 33% over the dec-
ade. Livestock purchase expenses decreased by 15% 
statewide, the only expense category that declined. The 
greatest expenditures statewide were in the all other 
expenses category, accounting for 41% of the total pro-
duction expenses in 1999. Livestock purchase         
expenses were the second highest proportion of total 




Corporate farms and farm proprietors experienced a 
decrease in the amount of income that they received 
between 1990 and 1999. Corporate farms statewide 
had a 34% decrease in income for the period, whereas 
farm proprietors had a decrease of 19%. Total cash 
receipts and other income increased for the period by 
12%, which were largely overshadowed by the 21% 
increase in production expenses and 109% decrease 
in the value of inventory change. Total farm labor and 
proprietors’ income decreased by less than 1% for the 
period. 
 
In the ACT Region, a 17% decrease in the cash       
receipts earned from livestock occurred between 1990 
and 1999. On the other hand, cash receipts earned from 
crops increased by 15% for the same period. Cash   
receipts from other sources increased by 146% and the 
amount of government payments increased by 36% 
through 1999. Imputed and miscellaneous income   
received went from $37.8 million in 1990 to $156.8 in 
1999, an increase of 315%. Livestock receipts in the 
ACT Region comprised the majority of the total cash 
receipt earned each year. 
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Feed expenses increased by 25% in the ACT Region 
over the outlined period, going from $74.3 million in 
1990 to $93.1 million in 1999, and comprised 14% of 
the region’s total production expenses in 1999. Live-
stock purchase expenditures decreased by the greatest 
amount, 37% over the period, or 12% of the region’s 
total production expenses in 1999. Seed purchase 
expenditures climbed by the second highest rate among 
the other expenditure categories, growing by 82% for 
the period. Fertilizer and lime had the greatest increase 
in expenditures for the period (98%). Total fertilizer 
expenditures accounted for 19% of the state total in 
1999. Hired farm labor expenses increased by 12%, 
and petroleum product expenditures increased by 84%. 
The other expenditures category contributed the most 
(47%) to total expenditures regionally in 1999. 
 
In the ACT Region, total cash receipts from market-
ings decreased by 8%, whereas total production      
expenses increased by 15% between 1990 and 1999.  
 
 
The total value of inventory change went from $23.9 
million in 1990 to $1.5 million in 1999. Cash receipts 
and other income decreased by 9% over the period.  
The total net income including corporate farms       
declined by 22% and total net farm proprietors’       
income declined by 3% regionwide. The total farm 
labor and proprietors’ income categories both          
increased by 9% in the period. The ACT Region con-
tributed heavily to the states totals in each category. 
The region’s greatest contribution was to the total net 
income including corporate farms total and the total 
net farm proprietors’ income, each accounting for 28% 
of the state’s total in 1999. Total farm labor and pro-
prietors’ net income in the region accounted for 24% 
of the state’s total in 1999. The ACT Region 
contributes 22% of the total cash receipts statewide 
and 17% of total cash receipts and other income. Only 
16% of the state’s total expenses were production   
expenses from the ACT Region in 1999. 
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9.5  County trends in farm income and expenses 
Cash receipts from crops, and other income saw      
increases of 6% and 68%, respectively, between 1990 
and 1999. Cash receipts from livestock and products 
decreased by 20% for the same period. Of total cash 
receipts in the county for 1999, 34% were derived 
from livestock and 44% were from crops. Government 
payments increased by 65% over the period, going 
from $498,000 in 1990 to $823,000 in 1999. Imputed 
and miscellaneous income rose by a substantial rate of 
68% over the period. Conejos County comprised 5% of 
the regional total cash receipts from crops in 1999, 3% 
of both cash receipts from other income and imputed 
and miscellaneous income and 1% of the regional total 
government payments. 
 
Every expense category rose between 1990 and 1999 
with the exception of livestock purchased expenses, 
which decreased by 14%. The other production       
expense category emerged as the largest expense cate-
gory, comprising 66% of the total production expenses 
in 1999. The hired farm labor category emerged as the 
second highest expense category, comprising 19% of 
total production expenses in Conejos County in 1999. 
Seed purchased expenditures increased by the greatest 
rate (66%), while hired farm labor rose by the second 
highest amount (61%), and fertilizer and lime expendi-
tures followed by climbing by 57% over the period. 
The all other production expenses category grew by 
33% for the period. Relatively small amounts of 
increase were observed in both feed purchased expen-
ditures (13%) and petroleum products purchased (5%). 
Petroleum products expenditures in Conejos comprised 
7% of the regional total in 1999. For all the other out-
lined expense categories, the 1999 county total com-
prised between 1%-6% of the regional expenses for 
those same categories. 
 
During the 1990s, Conejos County farmers experi-
enced an 8% decrease in cash receipts and a 32%    
increase in total production expenses. The total value 
of inventory change was $1.4 million in 1990 and 
$268,000 in  1999. Total cash receipts including other 
income rose by 1% over the period. For all net income 
categories in Conejos County large decreases were 
observed. Net income including corporate farms and 
net farm proprietors’ income both decreased by 106%  
over the period while total farm labor and proprietors’  
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income fell by 73%. Conejos County contributed a 
relatively limited proportion of the regional total. Each 
category accounted for at most 4% of the regional total 
in 1999. 
 
9.6  Agricultural Income and Expenses  
 Conclusion 
Diversification of agricultural production is a notice-
able trend throughout the state, since there have been 
massive increases in the Other Income and Imputed 
and Miscellaneous income categories for all counties  
in the region. Cash receipts from livestock decreased in 
many of the counties. At first glance, this seems 
strange since there has been an increase in the number 
of properties that are considered cattle operations in 
the region. However, further evaluation of data reveals 
that the value of cattle sold has decreased over the  
period throughout the region. Production expenses 
have continuously increased in every county, except 
for Las Animas County, showing that farmers have had 
to continuously pay more and more over the 1990s for 
the production that they provide, while the price for the 
output has declined. Total net farm income categories 
were drastically affected by the total value of inventory 
change and the increase in production expenses. The 
positive change in the value of inventory signifies new 
production within a year. In contrast a negative 
change, like many of the counties experienced in the 
later half of the decade, is the result of a draw down in 
beginning year stocks and represents the sale of com-
modities produced in prior years. 
 
9.7  Summary and overview for Conservation 
 Reserve Program acreage 
The 1985 Farm Bill authorized the USDA, through the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS, SCS 
at the time), to accept bids from producers to idle 
highly erodible cropland under the umbrella of the 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). The CRP has 
continued to be an important part of subsequent Farm 
Bills and is prominent in the Conservation Title of the 
Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002. 
 
Colorado contract acreage for 1988-2002 active CRP 
acreage is reported here. Colorado currently has more 
than 2.1 million acres enrolled in the CRP. Thousands 
of Colorado farmers and ranchers are receiving an  
annual average payment of more than $31 per acre for 
their CRP ground. 
 
Most state and the regional CRP acres are enrolled as 
established grass acres. The second highest concentra-
tion of CRP acres is enrolled as native grass acres at 
both the state and the ACT regional level.  
 
Many of the counties that make up the ACT Region 
have no active CRP acreage. The highest percentage of 
active CRP acres is in Baca County with 35% of the 
region’s total. The second highest concentration of 
CRP acreage is in Kiowa County, which had 28% of 
the region’s total, followed by Prowers with 23%. 
Combined, these three counties accounted for 86% of 
the total active CRP acreage in the region. 
 
The vast majority of Conservation Reserve Program 
(CRP) acres in the state are enrolled as established 
grass acres. This category accounted for 62% of the 
state’s total CRP lands, while the native grass category 
was the second highest, accounting for 25%. Wildlife 
habitat acres had the third highest acreage enrolled, 
with approximately 10% and the remaining categories 
comprised 3% the of targeted CRP priority practices. 
 
The region made up 34% of Colorado’s total active 
CRP acres. Established grass acres account for 80% of 
the regional CRP ground. The established grass acres 
in the ACT Region accounted for 44% of the state’s 
total active established grass CRP acres. Native grasses 
had the second greatest acreage enrollment and com-
prised 18% of the region’s total CRP acres. The region 
accounted for 25% of Colorado’s total active native 
grass CRP program acres. Wildlife habitat accounted 
for the next greatest number of enrolled acres, account-
ing for 2% of the regional total active acres. The num-
ber of wildlife acres in the region comprised 7% of the 
state’s total active acres in the program. 
 
9.8  Conservation Reserve Program Conclusion 
The Conservation Reserve Program is federal effort to 
mitigate the effects of nonpoint pollution, erosion, and 
reduce the quantity of production emanating from 
unsuitable lands. One of the major economic aspects of 
the CRP program is that it reduces the quantity of pro-
duction of some crops therefore creates upward pres-
sure on the prices of the crops that are produced. How-
ever, idled land does not generate the same local multi-
plier effects that productive land would. Colorado pro-
ducers currently have more than 2 million acres, or 
about 8% of private lands enrolled in this program. 
Despite county level acreage limits, local hot spots 
may occur within the state and one might observe   
reduced economic activity due to participation in the 
CRP. As a result, local officials may want to consider 
what economic activity can be generated from idled  
 










































land in addition to the $31 per acre average annual 
payment received by participating Colorado farmers 
and ranchers. 
 
9.9  Summary and overview of crop acreage  
 and production 
Producers in the United States feed a large number of 
domestic residents as well as citizens of foreign coun-






















this ratio had risen to 1:139. Every year there is a 2% 
increase in productivity per acre on U.S. farmland. 
However, the number of farms, farmers and farm acres 
reduces every year. In Colorado, there has been an  
increase in the productivity of specific crops and the 
total crop acreage has also increased. The state of 
Colorado is ranked in the top five for the production of 
winter wheat, sunflowers, sorghum, millet, potatoes, 
sheep, cattle on feed, and many vegetables. 
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Statewide, the greatest increase in planted acres was in 
land dedicated to sunflower production. Most of the 
farmland in Colorado is planted in wheat. However, 
the greatest volume of production is in corn. Both the 
state and the region experienced a decrease in acreage 
devoted to dry beans, barley, oats, all hay and winter 
wheat. The state experienced a decrease in corn for 
silage acreage, while the region increased over the  
period. The ACT Region and the state experienced an 
increase in acreage dedicated to sorghum, while a   
reduction occurred in the amount produced over the 
period. Generally, production of crops in Colorado and 
the ACT Region expanded. However, dry beans and 
winter wheat production declining for both. Statewide, 
a decrease in silage and oat production occurred, while 
the region experienced an increase. 
 
Kiowa, Baca, and Prowers Counties have the highest 
production of winter wheat. Costilla, Alamosa and 
Conejos Counties experienced the region’s top produc-
tion of spring wheat, oats, and barley in 2000. Baca, 
Prowers and Otero are the three largest producers of 
corn for grain and corn for silage. The highest produc-
tion of sorghum and sunflowers occurs in Baca, 
Kiowa, and Prowers County. Between Pueblo and 
Otero County, 100% of the region’s total bean produc-
tion was accounted for in 2000. Prowers, Bent and 
Alamosa County are the top three producers for alfalfa 
hay and all hay. The counties that account for all     
potato production in the region are Alamosa, Conejos 
and Costilla County. 
 
The total number of crop acres in Colorado increased 
over the decade, with the greatest rate of increase    
existing for sunflower acres, which climbed by 193% 
between 1991-2000. Corn for grain had the next great-
est rate of increase, growing by 42%, followed by a 
22% increase in alfalfa hay acreage. Potatoes, spring 
wheat, and sorghum acres increased during the period 
growing by 16%, 14%, and 4%, respectively. Dry bean 
acres had the greatest decrease, dropping by 51%, fol-
lowed by a 29% drop in planted barley acres. Oat acre-
age declined by 22% over the decade. Colorado also 
had decreases in corn for silage (14%), all hay (10%), 
and winter wheat (7%).  
 
During the 1990s crop production in Colorado         
increased for some crops and decreased for others, but 
for the most part production increased over the period. 
The greatest increase occurred in the production of 
sunflowers, which grew by 162% over the period.   
Alfalfa hay production exhibited the second greatest 
rate of increase growing by 29%, followed by a 17% 
increase in the production of corn for grain. Spring 
wheat production increased by the similar rate of 15% 
over the period and all hay production increased by the 
smallest amount of 7% for the period. Barley produc-
tion stayed relatively constant throughout the period. 
The greatest decrease at the state level was in dry bean 
production, which declined by 54%, followed by a 
37% decrease in the production of sorghum. Winter 
wheat production also declined, by 19% over the     
observation period, whereas corn for silage had a 16% 
decrease in production. The least amount of decline 
took place in oat production. 
 
Total crop acres in Colorado have expanded by 3% for 
the 1990-2000 period. Sunflower production had the 
greatest rate of growth (193%) over the period. Corn 
for grain production had the second highest rate of 
increase, growing by 42% over the period. Alfalfa hay 
acres climbed by 22% for the period. Other increases 
occurred in the number of acres devoted to potatoes, 
spring wheat, and sorghum increasing by 16%, 14% 
and 4%, respectively, over the period. However a    
decrease in acres devoted to several crops was         
observed. Dry beans acreage had the greatest decrease 
(51%), followed by a sizable decrease in barley (29%). 
The number of harvested acres of oats decreased by 
22% for the period and a 10% decrease was observed 
for all hayharvested acres. The least amount of 
decrease occurred in the number of acres dedicated to 
winter wheat, which declined by 7% for the period.  
 
As one can see, the highest concentration of crop acre-
age occurred in Baca County consistently over the  
period, with the 2000 total acreage in the county      
accounting for 22% of the region’s total. The second 
highest for the period changed year to year with Las 
Animas and Prowers either being in the second or third 
ranking. By 2000, Kiowa County had 19% of the    
region’s total, while Prowers County accounted for 
18%. Conejos County made up the next highest per-
centage of cropland within the ACT Region, with 8% 
of the region’s total crop acres in 2000, followed by 
Alamosa with 7% in that same year. Bent County com-
prised 6% of the region’s total and Otero County com-
prised 5% of the same amount. Costilla, Las Animas, 
Pueblo, Crowley, Custer, and Huerfano Counties 
made up between 1%-4% for each respective county. 
The greatest amount of growth in the number of acres 
occurred in Costilla County, which increased by 45% 
over the decade. Las Animas County experienced an 
increase of 15% for the period, while Kiowa County  
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followed with an increase of 13%, and Prowers County 
had a growth of 8%. Alamosa and Baca counties both  
experienced an increase of 6% over the period. Crow-
ley County had the greatest decrease in crop acreage 
(23%) followed by Huerfano County (22%). The third 
greatest decrease occurred in Pueblo, where crop acre-
age declined by 16%. Custer County also experienced 
a decrease of 10% for the period, while Bent and 
Conejos Counties both decreased in the amount of 
crop acreage by 8% for the period. Otero County   
 
decreased by the smallest amount of 3% over the    
decade. 
 
Generally speaking, crop production in the ACT     
Region increased over the decade. Wheat production 
had a 16% decrease, while oats produced decreased 
8%, and sorghum production decreased 36%. Sun-
flower production increased at the greatest rate, 
9047%, over the 1992-2000 period. Corn for grain had 
the second highest rate of increase, 88%, spring wheat 
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and dry beans also increased 70% and 67% over the 
period. Alfalfa hay and all hay production increased by 
29% and 16% for the period, followed by an increase 
of 2% in barley production. Regional sorghum produc-
tion made up the greatest proportion, 82%, of the state  
production. Oat production had the second highest 
contribution to the state total at 35% in 2000. Barley 
production in the region also accounted for a sizable 
portion of the state’s production with 34% of the total. 
Spring wheat and alfalfa hay production in the region 
accounted for 31% of the state’s total, while all hay 
production comprised 29% of the state’s total for 2000.  
 
Winter wheat production in the region accounted for 
21% of the state’s total and the remaining crops; sun-
flowers, corn for grain, corn for silage, and dry beans 
accounted for 13%, 11%, 8% and 3% of the state’s 
total crop production for 2000. 
 
The San Luis Valley is responsible for all potato pro-
duction in the ACT Region. The region accounted for 
39% of potato production statewide in 2000. Alamosa 
County had the highest amount of production, region-
ally, with 81% of the region’s total in 2000. Alamosa 
also had an increase in production of 26% over the 
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period. Costilla County had the second highest amount 
of potato production in 2000, accounting for 16% of 
the region’s production. Costilla County had an       
increase in potato production of 60% over the 1990s. 
Conejos County had the least amount of potato produc-
tion of the potato producing counties in the region with 
3% of the regional total in 2000. Conejos County was 
the only county decreased its potato production over 
the outlined period, declining by 47%. 
 
9.10  County trends in crop acreage and  
 production 
Conejos County accounted for 48% of the region’s 
total oat acreage in 2000, followed by 32% of the    
region’s barley acreage. Conejos County also          
accounted for 18% of all hay acreage, 16% of alfalfa 
hay acreage, 13% of spring wheat acreage, and 3% of 
potato acreage in the region for 2000. Overall, the 
county experienced a decrease of 8% for all crop acres  
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the 1990-2000 period, but had a 60% increase in spring 
wheat acreage, 14% increase in both the number of 
alfalfa hay acres and oats acreage. However, decreases 
in acres dedicated to potatoes (50%), all hay (18%), 
and barley (14%) were observed. 
 
Oat production in Conejos County accounted for 51% 
and barley production 30% of the regional total in 
2000. Spring wheat, all hay, and alfalfa hay production 
in Conejos County accounted for 13%, 12% and 11%  
of the regional total in 2000. All hay experienced the 
only decrease in production for any crop in the county, 
and declined by 3% over the 1990-2000 period. Spring 
wheat had the greatest increase in the county, with pro-
duction increasing by 103% for the period. Oat produc-
tion had the second highest rate of increase, climbing 
68% over the 1990s. Conejos County alfalfa hay pro-
duction increased 17%, while barley production 
climbed by 4% for the period. 
 
9.11  Crop Production and Crop Acreage  
Conclusion 
Agriculture production historically has consistently 
increased in productivity despite experiencing         
decreases in the number of farmers, farms and planted 
acres. The number of farmers has increased in the 
region, while the number of crop acres has declined for 
the period. Despite this, the region has experienced an  
 
 
increase in the production of every crop except for 
wheat, barley, and sorghum. Farms, rural residents 
and urban residents value working landscapes for their 
productive potential, but also for many other attributes 
that agricultural lands provide. The number of acres 
dedicated to crop production has declined in seven of 
the thirteen counties over the period. In the worst case 
Crowley County declined by 23% in the number of 
acres dedicated to crop production, while the greatest 
increase of production acres was in Costilla County. 
 
9.12  Summary and overview of cattle operations 
 and value of sales 
Colorado was the third largest producer of cattle on 
feed in the United States in 2000. Cattle and calves 
cash receipts accounted for 53% of total farm cash   
receipts for Colorado agriculture in 1999. The number 
of farms that consider themselves cattle operations has 
increased over the period. Likewise the value of sales 
increased over the decade.  
 
Statewide, the dollar amount received from cattle and 
calves sold has      increased over the observation pe-
riod, while decreasing in the region. The number of 
cattle operations throughout the state and the region 
also increased over the period by 7% and 5%, respec-
tively. 
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Regionwide, the highest number of cattle operations 
was in Pueblo County, followed by Las Animas 
County and Baca County. The lowest number of cattle 
operation in the region occurred in Custer, Costilla, 
and Alamosa County. The highest value of cattle sales 
came from Prowers, Otero and Crowley County. Cos-
tilla, Custer, and Alamosa County had the lowest value 
of cattle sales in 1997. 
 
Colorado cattle and calves sales increased by 29% over 
the decade, while the number of livestock operations 
increased by 7%. 
 
The ACT Region accounted for 12% of the state’s total 
value of cattle sales and 20% of the cattle operations in 
1997. The value of cattle sold declined by 29%       
between 1987 and 1997, whereas the number of cattle 
operations increased by 5% over the period. 
 
9.13  County trend of cattle operations and  
 value of sales 
Both the number of cattle operations and the value of 
sales decreased over the period for Conejos County. 
The value of cattle and calves declined by 10% over 
the period, while the number of cattle operations 
decreased by 2%. County total value of cattle and 
calves accounted for 3% of the region’s total, while the 
number of cattle operations in the county accounted for 
10% of the region’s total in 1997. 
 
9.14  Summary and overview of hog and pig 
 farms and value of sales 
Cash receipts for hog operations in the state have    
remained relatively constant between 1996 and 1999, 
while both years accounted for 4.3% of total agricul-
ture cash receipts. In 2000, Colorado ranked 15th in 
the production of hogs in the nation. In Colorado, the  
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majority of hog production is located outside of the 
ACT Region.  
 
The number of hog farms throughout the 
state decreased by 27%, while the ACT Region experi-
enced a 40% decrease in hog farms. Since information 
at the county level on value of sales cannot be dis-
closed, the aggregated values at the regional level can-
not be effectively compared to the state aggregated 
value. Due to the small number of hog farmers in 
Baca, Bent, Costilla, and Kiowa Counties the total 
value of swine sales of each respective county has been 
supressed from the regional assessment to avoid dis-
closing information about specific hog farmers in those 
counties. Despite this, a regional comparison among 
the other nine remaining counties for the most recent 
data must suffice. 
 
The lowest number of hog farms in the region occurred 
in Costilla County, followed by the Huerfano County 
and then Custer County. The highest number of hog 
farms existed in Pueblo County, followed by Prowers 
and Otero County. The highest value of hogs sold   
occurred in Prowers County followed by Otero and 
then Pueblo County. 
 
Hog and pig farms in Colorado have decreased in num-
ber by 27% over the observed period, while there has 
been a 267% increase in the value of hogs and pigs 
sold. The above graph shows an inverse relationship 
between these two categories over the period. 
 
 
The total number of hog and pig farms in the region 
decreased by 55% over the observed period and      
accounted for 1% of the state’s total in 1997. Hog 
farms in the region have decrease over the same      
period, but by 40%. The 1997 total number of hog 
farms in the region accounted for 15% of the hog 
farms in the state. 
 
9.15  County trend of hog and pig farms and 
 value of sales 
Conejos County ranked eleventh regionally in the 
value of hog sales and accounted for 2% of the        
regional total in 1997. The value of hogs and pigs sold 
in the county decreased by 41% over the period and 
the number of hog farms also dwindled, but by 62%. 
The total hog farms in Conejos County accounted for 
7% of the regional total in 1997. 
 
9.16  Summary and overview of sheep and lamb 
 farms and value 
Colorado was the fourth largest producer of sheep and 
lambs in the nation in 2000. In 1999 sheep and lambs 
cash receipts accounted for 2.4% of all farm cash    
receipts. The national trend for sheep and lamb produc-
tion has been in decline since its peak in 1942 when 
production reached 56 million head. In comparison, the 
number of lambs and sheep reached only 6.92 million 
in 2001. Much like the national trend of negative 
growth, there has been a decrease in the number of 
sheep farms in Colorado. The value of sheep and lamb 
sales in the ACT Region has declined, while the  
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number of farms in the region has also decreased. 
However, there have been increases in sheep farms and 
the value of sales in some of the counties of the ACT    
Region.  
 
The value of sheep and lambs sold statewide 
increased, while the ACT Region felt a decrease over 
the period. Sheep farm numbers in the region declined 
by 21% and by 18% statewide over the period. Within 
the state, the ACT Region accounted for 15% of the 
total lamb farms in 1997.  
 
The highest number of sheep and lamb farms were  
located in Conejos County. Conejos County also had 
the highest value of sheep, lambs and wool sold      
regionally in 1997. Otero County had the second high-
est of both assessed categories, followed by Pueblo 
County with the third highest number of sheep farms in 
the region. The third highest value of sheep, lambs and 
wool sold regionwide were in Costilla County. Region-
ally, the lowest number of sheep farms was found in 
Custer County followed by Kiowa County. Las    
Animas had the eleventh ranked number of sheep 
farms in the region. The lowest value of sheep, lambs 
and wool sold also were in these same three counties. 
 
The value of sheep, lamb, and wool sold increased by 
27% for Colorado over the period. The number of 
sheep and lamb farms decreased by 18% statewide 
over the period. Like the hog and pig data, the state 
totals reflect the actual number of both sheep farms 
and the value of sheep and wool sold. However, the 
value of sheep and wool sold has been suppressed for 
some counties within the region in order to keep from 
disclosing income information for specific farms. The 
state total has these producers included, whereas the 
regional assessment does not. 
 
The ACT Region accounted for 1% of the total value 
of sheep, lambs and wool sold in Colorado in 1997, but 
accounted for 15% of the state’s total number of sheep 
farms. The value of sheep, lambs, and wool sold 
decreased by 26%, while the number of sheep farms 
decreased by 21% over the period. Due to disclosure 
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Issues, Baca County is excluded from the ACTRegion 
totals. 
 
9.17  County trend of sheep and lamb farms  
 and value 
Regionwide, Conejos County had the highest number 
of sheep farms and the highest value of sheep, lambs, 
and wool sold, accounting for 19% and 49% of the 
regional totals in 1997. The value of sheep, lamb, and 
wool sold decreased by 28% and the number of sheep 
farms decreased by 45%. 
 
 
9.18  Livestock Information Conclusion 
Colorado is a major supplier of livestock to domestic 
and foreign markets. In 2000, Colorado ranked third in 
the production of lambs, tenth in all cattle and calves 
and ninth in pig production. These rankings have 
remained relatively stable over time. Using county pro-
duction expense data, there has been a decrease in the 
amount of feed purchases and livestock purchased 
expenditures over the 1990s. In addition, the value of 
livestock sales has also declined for in the region. 
Based upon the 1990s, it seems that livestock produc-
tion in the region is in general decline regionally. 
 
10.  State and Regional Summary 
This report provides an economic profile of the 13 
Colorado counties, located in the southeast and south-
central region of the state, that comprise the Agricul-
tural Coalition for Tomorrow (ACT). The objective of 
the report is to lay a foundation of understanding of 
ACT counties’ economies in order to facilitate colla- 
boration in strategic planning for future economic 
development in the region. Comparison and contrast 
techniques for growth rates and numerical data were 
used to show differences and similarities between 
counties and to show how counties may share some 
economic characteristics that would otherwise go    
undetected. In view of the likely uses of this informa-
tion, the overall report has been released as separate 
county reports with state and regional assessments 
included. 
 
The report illustrates potential areas of common inter-
est or concern within ACT counties such as agricul-
ture, jobs, housing, education, taxes, and other  eco-
nomic areas. This report also brings to focus unique 
features of counties that are less likely to be advanced 
through collaboration. This information provides an 
essential starting point that minimizes inefficiency in 
the search for regional and subregional economic    
development strategies, but can only fulfill this role if 
the information is actively used, updated and matched 
with complementary sources of local information to 
reflect changes in the regional economy over time. A 
general overview of the state and the region for each 
area of economic investigation is as follows. 
 
10.1  State and Region Overview 
The population of the ACT Region was 6% of state 
population in 2000, while most people in the ACT  
Region were between the ages of 25-44. The 45-64 
year old age category was the fastest growing age 
group (35%) in the region over the period, followed by 
people between the ages of 15 and 24 (21%). The cate-
gories of 25 to 44 years of age and under 14 years   
increased at the relatively low rate of 6% over the   
period. In 2000, the total Hispanic/Latino population 
accounted for 37% of the ACT regional population.  
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The Mexican population accounted for 16%, while 
Other Hispanics accounted for 21% of the regional 
total. African American and American Indian popula-
tions grew far more quickly in the ACT Region than 
statewide, while the states’ White population grew 
faster than the ACT Region. 
 
In 2000, the total housing stock in the ACT Region 
accounted for 6% of the state’s total housing stock. 
The rate of increase in housing units statewide (22%) 
was higher than the region (14%). The average house-
hold size in Colorado and the region both showed   
decreases over the period. Vacancy rates for both the 
state and the region have decreased over the period, 
while the ACT Region had a higher vacancy rate than 
the state. 
 
Colorado had an increase of 48% in all jobs, while the 
region increased 26%. The ACT Region accounted for 
4% of the state’s total jobs in 2000. The highest num-
ber of jobs in Colorado and the region were in the ser-
vice, wholesale & retail, and the government sectors. 
The service sector grew most quickly in Colorado, 
while construction jobs increased the most quickly in 
the region. The total estimated jobs in Colorado 
increased by 42%, 13% in the ACT Region. The state 
labor force grew by 29% and the regional labor force 
grew by 2%. Wage & salary jobs comprised 85% of 
total jobs at the state level and accounted for 78% of 
the region’s total jobs in 2000. The number of unem-
ployed people decreased in the region and the state 
overall. 
 
In Colorado, total property value increased by 68% 
from 1990-2000, while property values in the region 
increased by 44%. In both cases the property tax rate 
declined over the period. Retail sales tax revenues 
increased by 140% statewide, while regional tax reve-
nues increased by 103%. 
 
The ACT Region grades 1-8 enrollment increased by 
3% for the period, while the state underwent a 21% 
increase. School district revenue for Colorado declined 
by 7% and increased by 14% in the region. Colorado 
and regional school district expenditures both changed 
little. 
 
The number of farms statewide increased by 4%, while 
the region experienced a 2% increase in the number of 
farms. The land in farms statewide decreased by 4% 
over the period, while land in farms in the ACT Region 
decreased by 5%. The average estimated value of 
farmland and buildings in Colorado increased by 54%, 
while average estimated value of farmland increased 
by 46% in the ACT Region. 
 
Statewide, the majority of cash receipts came from 
livestock sales and fell by 1% over the period, while 
the region declined by 17%. Both Coloradoan farms 
and regional farms realized an increase in cash receipts 
from crops. Other income at the state level increased 
by 85% and grew by 146% in the ACT Region.       
Imputed and miscellaneous income for the state grew 
by 113%, while growing by 315% in the region. At the 
state and regional level, increases were present in all 
production expense categories with one exception. 
Cash receipts and other income increased by 12% at 
the state level and decreased by 8% in the region. 
Statewide, total net income including corporate farms 
decreased by 34% while the region decreased by 22%. 
Both the state and region experienced a change in   
inventory that drastically decreased over the period and 
led to decreases in income for the state and region. 
 
The state and the region both had the greatest concen-
tration of CRP acres in established grass acres and both 
had the second highest concentration in native grass 
acres. 
 
The ACT Region and the state experienced an increase 
in acreage dedicated to sorghum, while productivity 
declined. Generally speaking, production of crops in 
Colorado and the region expanded, with dry beans and 
winter wheat production declining. Statewide, silage 
and oat production declined, while the region experi-
enced an increase. 
 
Statewide, receipts from cattle and calves increased 
over the observation period, while decreasing in the 
region. The number of cattle farms throughout the state 
and the region also increased over the period by similar 
rates, while the number of hog farms decreased 
throughout the state (27%) and the region (40%). The 
value of sheep and lambs sold increased statewide and 
decreased in the region, while the number of sheep 
farms declined for both. 
 
10.2  Overall Conclusion 
Population and income growth fuel the local and     
regional demand for housing and other goods and ser-
vices that people consume. This increased level of eco-
nomic activity ripples through the local and regional 
economy and generates additional government reve-
nues through increasing tax receipts. As the population  
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in the ACT counties has expanded the trend has been 
for an increase in non-urban home and property pur-
chases, which has caused the property values of the 
surrounding farmland to increase beyond that which is 
justified by the returns to agricultural production. 
 
Upward pressure on farmland prices creates additional 
challenges to farmers in the region and provides addi-
tional incentives for them to sell their lands for higher 
intensity, rural residential or commercial, uses. Land 
use change of this sort can reduce the provision of  
aspects of agricultural lands that do not enter fully into 
market transactions (e.g., rural lifestyle, open space, 
flood control, wildlife habitat) and may result in lower 
multiplier effects through the local economy. This type 
of growth may or may not be in the best interests of the 
ACT region or of individual localities within the 
region from a fiscal (service provision versus tax reve-
nue) or a social perspective. A close look at taxation 
trends against population trends and land use trends 
may facilitate decision-making in the planning arena. 
 
Throughout the period there was an increased depend-
ence on the construction sector and this was accompa-
nied by an increase in housing numbers for both the 
state and the region. This showed an increase depend-
ence on the sector for labor. County planners in coun-
ties with a high percentage of jobs in specific sectors 
may want to consider economic development strategies 
that encourage diversification of the employment base. 
Diversification allows for the economy to be able to 
absorb more shocks, rather than being strongly        
impacted when one sector or another experiences a 
slowing of economic activity. 
 
This outlined information could be extended to exam-
ine the number of smaller farms in the region, in terms 
of acreage, and how these contribute to the overall   
agricultural community. Another extension of this 
research could be measuring county’s specialization in 
a specific industry. Such a study can be accomplished 
and compared to the surrounding area as well as to the 
entire nation, through the use of location quotients. 
Inter-industry expenditures affect and contribute to one 
another; showing how expenditures in one industry 
affect another can be established through the use of an 
Input-Output model. 
 
The use of the presented data is an essential starting 
point for ACT counties to examine their strengths and 
commonalities and address areas of regional or local 
concern. Overall the ACT Region demonstrates strong 
economic fundamentals and some areas that could use 
attention. The region contributed heavily to the state 
totals for some categories of interest, such as agricul-
tural production, but less so in terms of tax revenues 
generated, for example, with the exception of a few 
counties. County leaders may want to explore areas in 
which they wish to place attention in view of the com-
mon interests with neighboring or regional county part-
ners. Focused collaboration among selected ACT    
Region counties on issues of sustained economic 
development can create opportunities for long term 
economic health that may not be achievable by indi-
vidual counties acting on their own. 
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